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About This Game

September 12, 1962, JFK delivered a speech about the efforts of man landing on the moon. At that time we could only dream
about what it would be like on the moon.. So we dreamed on until July 20th 1969 when man first landed on the moon. Our

dreams went wild and deep into our imagination.

Dream on the moon is a ragdoll, physics Sandbox Stick Man game with different dreams (game modes) on the moon.
Play sports and combat against each other with swords guns etc.

Current Features:
Ragdoll Physics

Online Multiplayer 2v2 (beta test)
Lan Multiplayer 2v2

Sandbox
Character clothing Customization

Spawnable Npc's and physics items
New game modes to come

Future Planned Features:
Online Matches.
Coop Matches.

More Game Modes.
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Current Game Modes:

Dream #1
Play Room Mode Dream: A fun game mode where you can do different things. For example, you can make yourself a

playground, and spawn and kill enemy Npc's.

Dream #2
Arena Dream: LAN Multiplayer 2v2 match where you compete against the other team, trying to force the disc into the

opponent's goal. (note Online Matches unlocked and may currently be unstable).

And more dreams to come...
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Title: Dream On The Moon
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
Middle Eye
Publisher:
Middle Eye
Release Date: 20 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win 2000, XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 1 GHZ

Memory: 256 MB RAM MB RAM

Graphics: 64 MB 3D video card with DirectX OR OpenGL support

Storage: 600 MB available space

Sound Card: Version 9.0

English
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Terrible game. No help, no tutorial. To make things worst, no mouse-over popup help, so you have no idea where to go, what to
do.

I have no frigging idea whats going on or how to play it. And believe me I have played a ton of games to a point that I dont need
to go through the tutorial as long as the game have a decent UI with popup help which most games do now a days.. This game is
decent if you get it for Android but definitely not for PC.

Bad features: annoying music(it becomes that after some time), no explanation of who the characters are, I guess this is one of
the games that you just run and play, but if they show some characters in there they should at least explain about them, also as I
see in the store page some characters appear in screenshots, but don't be wrong there is no explanation of who they are, and I
didn't saw most of them also even playing the game, lack of basic things in options like language change, bugs(developers tend
to fix them, but still there are), not good race system, little confusing menu, and dead multiplayer.

Good things about the game, it has controller support, achievements, Steam Trading cards.. Free variation of the best LAN
game in history. Need I say more?

Blow up strangers, blow up friends and mostly blowing yourself up... It's too early to tell. Much like the other posive review so
far I concur with those sentiments. Game is clunky, UI is sorely lacking features and the tutorial barely covers the basics.

With polish and some more work game can turn out to be decent enough, suprised this isn't early access because it sure plays
like it.

Recommend to hold off for now until developer shows something more. Buy only at discount if curious.. Holy♥♥♥♥♥♥this is
a great ♥♥♥♥ing game. Got all the achievements and even started speedrunning the game but how the ♥♥♥♥ do I get into this
♥♥♥♥ing door in the arcade room. I know the game is early access, and I understand that English is not the games primary
language. However, while there are some areas that the translation to English is understandable, there are others where the
translation is completely off or wrong. ( I could understand the tutorial, kinda, but I had to reform sentences and guess at a few
places as to what it was looking for or talking about ) I am not asking for a refund as I hope this will clear up later, but for right
now, with its current translation, I can't recommend it.. It's a good game, but definitely more focused on multi-player coop,
versus single player. While there's some single player activities, the game is limited in this respect. If you're looking for a solid
Single Player experience, this might not be able to provide you what you're looking for. If it's Coop you seek, then look here to
find a diamond in the rough.. What I love about this game is the realism and attention to detail that it has. I love that what you
do is what you get better at. The loot is very fun, and makes the game more exciting. I watch my library for updates to see what
new fun is in store for me.
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0.4 hours on record because I could not bear to play any longer than that. I find myself agreeing with most of the negative
reviews, the game just feels broken or unfinished. A lot of games of similar look allow your character to fight in whatever
direction they are facing, this game limits your attacks to left or right. This has a very limiting effect on tactics.. They don't
explain it well here. Buying this 'DLC' will give you 10 songs, and some art work that will be downloaded to your computer in
your FlatOut 4 game folder. This does NOT add soundtrack to your game.. This is an awesome game. You can actually play it
over and over again.. Video Review: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=f81rLNZ1rCk

In Summary: I really enjoyed the art and characters but sadly the gameplay isn't as deep as Recettear. I had fun with this but I do
wonder if that was because I really wanted another shopkeeping game. The lack of graphical and sound options is big issue,
particularly the sound as it is INCREDIBLY loud.

I'm pretty lukewarm about this one but I'll give it a recommend because I didn't hate it.. However, I'd say only give this a shot if
it's cheap or if you badly want a game like this.. Absolutely stunning graphics, I'm not sure it can get any better than this. I could
spend hours in here. I can't figure out how to get the stats out of the center of the environment which takes away from the
experience but I'll sort it out I suspect. This will be part of my Intro to VR package for newcomers. Stellar!. Basically what you
are getting are premade buildings. If you tried to make your own buildings out of the tilesets provided you would be severly
limited as there are very few intermedate blocks to allow for extension. The quality is good and they are nice looking tiles that i
feel mesh well with the standard tiles but wasn't what i expected.
If you are looking for tiles to make your own buildings this is NOT the dlc for you. If you just want the buildings premade and
ready to go, then go ahead and get this dlc. though i recommend getting it on sale. there isn't much to this dlc.. This is one of my
favorite games on Steam.
It's got a simple formula, and has no music, which could be distracting from the very simple elements of the game: using two
modules to move a ball around.

The sound effects are repetitive, but fit the theme, as does the entire environment.

Just an excellent puzzle game with no frills and a set of achievements easily obtained with enough practice.
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